
MTV LAUNCHES LANDMARK IMMERSIVE MEDIA CAMPAIGN
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MUSIC FANS GIVEN UNPRECEDENTED ACCESS TO WATCH, SHARE AND
INTERACT LIKE NEVER BEFORE 
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Summary MTV has launched a groundbreaking immersive media campaign for the “2012 MTV EMA”
with features that will truly enhance fans’ viewing experience. Taking social engagement
to the next level, the cross-platform campaign will incorporate gamification, social ‘clout’
rewards, social sentiment, a Video Wall Studio and a second screen live viewing
experience across 36 regions and 22 languages. 

Details A key feature of the show is the EMA backstage experience.  MTV and AttracTV have joined
forces for the live online broadcast of the Backstage Show which will run during the
commercial breaks, giving music fans access to behind the scenes action, red carpet arrivals,
live artist interviews with presenter Tim Kash and the presentation of two MTV EMA Awards.  The
AttracTV interactive overlay will allow fans to chat, share viral moments, and receive real-time
alerts on winners. In addition fans will have access to alternate camera views, live polling and
artist twitter feeds.  
For the first time, MTV will also introduce a social media correspondent.  Fan favourite
David Hasselhoff will upload backstage photos and provide commentary on his EMA adventures
to the MTV EMA twitter tracker. Multi-platform host Heidi Klum will also be keeping everyone on
social media up to date with her EMA experience. 

Another first for the campaign is the creation of a Video Wall Studio, conceived in partnership
with Microsoft and hosted by international  MTV presenter Sway.  The Video Wall features the
exciting, new Windows 8 tiles interface software and will be used to create nine content
segments. Each segment will link from the main EMA show to the Video Wall Studio where Sway
will interact with the wall to reveal backstage news, red carpet highlights, artist musings, social
media updates and viewer polls. 

The Video Wall Studio will also feature the popular MTV EMA twitter tracker which this year
has three modes:  Buzz, Photos, and Prediction.  Buzz will tell fans which EMA artists are being
most talked about and Photo will offer exclusive behind the scenes photos from the red carpet
and social media correspondent David Hasselhoff.  Prediction  illustrates who fans think will be
the night’s big winner when they use the hastag #EMAWIN plus the name of the artist they think
will win the most awards during the show ie.  #EMAWINBIEBER, #EMAWINRIHANNA etc.

Gamification returns to the MTV EMAs with MegaFan, powered by Bunchball.  MegaFan is a
game that allows users to earn points for interacting with content on the main EMA site.  This
includes finding the daily hidden MTV EMA headphones, taking polls, watching videos and voting
for artists. An all-expense paid trip to Frankfurt will be awarded to users with the most “influence”
and highest accumulated points. 

Giving fans voting capabilities remains an important part of the MTV EMA digital strategy and this
year there’s even more functionality.  Visitors to the EMA site have the option of joining an artist’s
Fan Team to support their favourite artist in the race for the Biggest Fans award, the winner of
which is revealed at the show in Frankfurt.  This feature sees a lot of artist interaction, with them
tweeting followers asking  them to participate and vote.  Last year’s winner  Lady Gaga repeatedly
claimed that her Biggest Fans award meant the most to her because it came direct from her
“monsters”. 

Social sentiment tagging and Sentiment Visualisation compliments this activity allowing users
to tag artists they find most compelling with messages and displaying fan group activity per artist,
per country with a world view “heatmap”. 
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This year’s immersive media campaign has been designed for use across all screens including
smart phones and tablet. A multi-language mobile site and new MTV EMA iOs app give fans
around the world unprecedented access to local and global content, as well as the opportunity to
interact directly with the show, their favourite performers and with each other.

Hosted by supermodel, entrepreneur and hometown girl Heidi Klum, the 19th annual MTV EMA
will broadcast live from Frankfurt’s historic Festhalle on Sunday, 11th November at 9PM CET*
on MTV channels around the world, and is sponsored by partners such as Microsoft and Replay.
The 2012 MTV EMA will feature performances by Taylor Swift, Muse, No Doubt, Carly Rae
Jepsen, fun., Rita Ora, Alicia Keys, Pitbull, The Killers and Psy, with appearances by
Ludacris, Kim Kardashian, the Jonas Brothers, Brett Davern from MTV’s “Awkward,” the cast
of “Geordie Shore” (MTV UK’s #1 show of all time), supermodels Anne V and Isabeli Fontana,
producer/DJ Madeon, and David Hasselhoff.

*Please check local listings; the show will air tape delayed in some markets.

Relevant links 2012 MTV EMA
http://uk.mtvema.com/press/sponsors

Quotes “The MTV EMA is the only awards show with such a coordinated, global digital media
campaign. Thanks to our scale and reach, we take social engagement around the EMA to
unparalleled levels. From our EMA sites to Twitter to Facebook to our EMA app, our goal is
to create a richer, more immersive social experience for music fans around the world.” 
— Philip O’Ferrall, SVP, Digital, Viacom International Media Networks 
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About 2012 MTV EMA

About the MTV EMA

The “2012 MTV EMA” will be available to a potential viewing audience of more than 1.2 billion people
via MTV’s global network of more than 60 channels reaching more than 640 million households
around the world as well as through syndication. In addition, its convergent programming and content
will reach the entire interactive community, via MTV’s 200-plus digital media properties around the
world. Richard Godfrey and Bruce Gillmer are Executive Producers for the “2012 MTV EMA.” 

Since its inception in 1994, the MTV EMA has established a reputation as one of the most
sensational music award shows in the world. The “2011 MTV EMA”, held in Belfast, Northern Ireland,
saw a double digit increase in total viewers with over 23 million viewers across multiple platforms.
The 18th annual show also saw a 37% increase in the coveted 12-24 demographic, and voting for
the 2011 MTV EMA was up a staggering 236% with over 158 million votes worldwide.
Past EMA performers have included the hottest artists from the worlds of hip hop, rock and pop –
such as Beyoncé, Katy Perry, Jay-Z, Rihanna, Green Day, Justin Bieber, Shakira, Kanye West,
Tokio Hotel, Red Hot Chili Peppers and Kings of Leon – to iconic global superstars like U2,
Coldplay, Madonna, Prince, Lady Gaga, Bon Jovi, and many, many more. For all MTV EMA news
and announcements, check out EMA on Facebook and follow us @ EMA Twitter.  For MTV EMA
press materials, please visit press.mtvema.com.

About MTV:

MTV is the world’s premier youth entertainment brand.  With a global reach of more than a half-billion
households, MTV is the cultural home of the millennial generation, music fans and artists, and a
pioneer in creating innovative programming for young people.  MTV reflects and creates pop culture
with its award-winning content built around compelling storytelling, music discovery and activism
across TV, online and mobile.  Outside of the United States, MTV is part of Viacom International
Media Networks, a division of Viacom Inc. (NASDAQ: VIA, VIAB), one of the world’s leading
creators of programming and content across all media platforms. 
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